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Best Effort Connectivity 
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This is the fundamental service provided 
by Internet Service Providers (ISPs) 

All other IP services depend on connectivity: 
DNS, email, VPNs, Web Hosting, …

IP traffic

135.207.49.8 192.0.2.153



Network layer functions

 transport packet from 
sending to receiving hosts 

 network layer protocols in 
every host, router

three important functions:
 path determination: route 

taken by packets from source 
to dest. Routing algorithms

 forwarding: move packets 
from router’s input to 
appropriate router output

 call setup: some network 
architectures require router 
call setup along path before 
data flows
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Routing and Forwarding
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Network service model

Q: What service model for 
“channel” transporting 
packets from sender to 
receiver?

 guaranteed bandwidth?

 preservation of inter-packet 
timing (no jitter)?

 loss-free delivery?

 in-order delivery?

 congestion feedback to 
sender?
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? ??
virtual circuit

or 
datagram?

The most important
abstraction provided 

by network layer:



Virtual circuits

 call setup for each call before data can flow

 each packet carries VC identifier (not destination host ID)

 every router on source-dest path maintains “state” for 
each passing connection

 link, router resources (bandwidth, buffers) may be 
allocated to VC

“source-to-dest path behaves much like telephone circuit”

 performance-wise

 network actions along source-to-dest path
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Virtual circuits: signaling protocols

 used to setup, maintain, teardown VC

 used in ATM, frame-relay, X.25

 not used in today’s Internet
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1. Initiate call 2. incoming call

3. Accept call4. Call connected
5. Data flow begins 6. Receive data



Datagram networks: 
the Internet model

 no call setup at network layer

 routers: no state about end-to-end connections

 packets forwarded using destination host address
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Network layer service models
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Architecture
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feedback

no (inferred
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congestion

no
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Guarantees ?

 Internet model being extended: Intserv, Diffserv



Datagram or VC network: why?

Internet
 data exchange among 

computers

 “elastic” service, no strict 
timing req. 

 “smart” end systems 
(computers)

 can adapt, perform 
control, error recovery

 simple inside network, 
complexity at “edge”

 many link types 

 different characteristics

 uniform service difficult

ATM
 evolved from telephony

 human conversation: 

 strict timing, reliability 
requirements

 need for guaranteed 
service

 “dumb” end systems

 telephones

 complexity inside 
network
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Before We Go Any Further …
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Usually, IP ROUTING PROTOCOLS DO NOT 
DYNAMICALLY ROUTE AROUND NETWORK 
CONGESTION

 IP traffic can be very bursty

 Dynamic adjustments in routing typically operate more 
slowly than fluctuations in traffic load

 Dynamically adapting routing to account for traffic load 
can lead to wild, unstable oscillations of routing system



Before We Go Any Further …
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Anindya Basu, Alvin Lin, Sharad Ramanathan. 
Routing Using Potentials: A Dynamic Traffic-
Aware Routing Algorithm. Proceedings of 
Sigcomm2003

 The routing algorithm routes around congested 
areas while preserving the key desirable 
properties of IP routing mechanisms including 
hop-by-hop routing, local route computations 
and statistical multiplexing



Routing

Graph abstraction for 
routing algorithms:

 graph nodes are routers

 graph edges are physical 
links

 link cost: delay, $ cost, or 
congestion level
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Goal: determine “good” path
(sequence of routers) thru 

network from source to dest.

Routing protocol
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 “good” path:
 typically means 

minimum cost path
 other def’s possible



Routing Algorithm Classification

Global or decentralized information?
Global:

 all routers have complete topology, link cost info

 “link state” algorithms

Decentralized: 

 router knows physically-connected neighbors, link 
costs to neighbors

 iterative process of computation, exchange of info 
with neighbors

 “distance vector” algorithms
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Routing Algorithm Classification

Static or dynamic?

Static: 
 routes change slowly over time

Dynamic: 
 routes change more quickly

 periodic update

 in response to link cost changes
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A Link-State Routing Algorithm

Dijkstra’s algorithm

 net topology, link costs known 
to all nodes

 accomplished via “link state 
broadcast” 

 all nodes have same info

 computes least cost paths 
from one node (“source”) to all 
other nodes

 gives routing table for that 
node

 iterative: after k iterations, 
know least cost path to k 
destinations
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Idea:

 at each iteration 
increase spanning tree 
by the node that has 
least cost path to it
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A Link-State Routing Algorithm

Notation:

 c(i,j): link cost from node i
to j. cost infinite if not 
direct neighbors

 D(v): current value of cost 
of path from source to 
dest. V 

 p(v): predecessor node 
along path from source to v, 
that is next v

 N: set of nodes already in 
spanning tree (least cost 
path known)
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Examples:

 c(B,C) = 3

 D(E) = 2

 p(B) = A

 N = { A, B, D, E }
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Dijkstra’s Algorithm
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1  Initialization:

2    N = {A} 

3    for all nodes v 

4      if v adjacent to A 

5        then D(v) = c(A,v) 

6        else D(v) = infinity 

7 

8   Loop

9      find w not in N such that D(w) is a minimum 

10    add w to N 

11    update D(v) for all v adjacent to w and not in N: 

12       D(v) = min( D(v), D(w) + c(w,v) ) 

13     /* new cost to v is either old cost to v or known 

14        shortest path cost to w plus cost from w to v */ 

15  until all nodes in N



Dijkstra’s algorithm: example
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Spanning tree gives routing table
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Dijkstra’s algorithm 
performance

Algorithm complexity (n nodes and l links)
 Computation

 n iterations

 each iteration: need to check all nodes, w, not in N

 n*(n+1)/2 comparisons: O(n2)

 more efficient implementations possible: O(n log n)

 Messages
 network topology and link cost known to all nodes

 each node broadcasts its direct link cost

 O(l) messages per broadcast announcement

 O(n l) 
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Dijkstra’s algorithm discussion

Oscillations are possible

 dynamic link cost
 e.g., link cost = amount of carried traffic by link

 c(i,j) != c(j,i)

 Example:
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Distance Vector Routing Algorithm

iterative:

 continues until no nodes 
exchange info

 self-terminating: no 
“signal” to stop

asynchronous:

 nodes need not exchange 
info/iterate in lock step!

distributed:

 each node communicates 
only with directly-
attached neighbors

Distance Table data structure 

 each node has its own

 row for each possible destination

 column for each directly-
attached neighbor to node

 example: in node X, for dest. Y 
via neighbor Z:
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D (Y,Z)
X

distance from X to

Y, via Z as next hop

c(X,Z) + min  {D  (Y,w)}
Z

w

=

=



Distance Table: example
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Distance table gives routing table
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Distance Vector Routing: overview

Iterative, asynchronous:

each local iteration triggered by: 

 local link cost change 

 message from neighbor: its 
least cost path change from 
neighbor

Distributed:

 each node notifies neighbors 
only when its least cost path 
to any destination changes

 neighbors then notify their 
neighbors if necessary

29

wait for (change in local link 

cost of msg from neighbor)

recompute distance table

if least cost path to any dest 

has changed, notify
neighbors 

Each node:



Distance Vector Algorithm:

30

1  Initialization: 

2   for all adjacent nodes v: 

3      D  (*,v) = infinity        /* the * operator means "for all rows" */ 

4      D  (v,v) = c(X,v) 

5   for all destinations, y 

6      send min  D  (y,w) to each neighbor  /* w over all X's neighbors */

X
X

X
w

At all nodes, X:



Distance Vector Algorithm (cont.):
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8  loop

9    wait (until I see a link cost change to neighbor V 

10         or until I receive update from neighbor V) 

11    if (c(X,V) changes by d) 

13     /* change cost to all dest's via neighbor v by d */ 

14     /* note: d could be positive or negative */ 

15     for all destinations y:  D  (y,V) =  D  (y,V) + d 

16 

17   else if (update received from V wrt destination Y) 

18    /* shortest path from V to some Y has changed */ 

19     /* V has sent a new value for its  min   DV(Y,w) */ 

20     /* call this received new value is "newval"          */ 

21     for the single destination y: D  (Y,V) = c(X,V) + newval 

22 

23   if we have a new min   D  (Y,w) for any destination Y 

24      send new value of min   D  (Y,w) to all neighbors 

25 forever

w

XX

X

X

X

w

w



Distance Vector Algorithm: 
example
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Distance Vector Algorithm: 
example
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D  (Y,Z)
X

c(X,Z) + min  {D  (Y,w)}
w=

= 7+1 = 8

Z

D  (Z,Y)
X

c(X,Y) + min  {D  (Z,w)}
w=

= 2+1 = 3

Y

X Z

12

7

Y



Distance Vector: link cost changes
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Link cost changes:

 node detects local link cost change 

 updates distance table (line 15)

 if cost change in least cost path, 
notify neighbors (lines 23,24)

X Z

14

50

Y
1

algorithm
terminates

“good
news 
travels
fast”



Distance Vector: link cost changes
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Link cost changes:

 good news travels fast 

 bad news travels slow - “count 
to infinity” problem!

X Z

14

50

Y
60

algorithm
continues

on!



Distance Vector: poisoned reverse
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If Z routes through Y to get to X :

 Z tells Y its (Z’s) distance to X is infinite 
(so Y won’t route to X via Z)

 will this completely solve count to infinity 
problem?

algorithm
terminates

X Z

14

50

Y
60



Comparison of LS and DV algorithms

Message complexity
 LS: with n nodes, E links, O(nE) msgs sent each 

 DV: exchange between neighbors only

 convergence time varies

Speed of Convergence
 LS: O(n2) algorithm requires O(nE) msgs

may have oscillations

 DV: convergence time varies

may be routing loops

 count-to-infinity problem
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Comparison of LS and DV algorithms

Robustness: what happens if router 
malfunctions?

LS:

 node can advertise incorrect link cost

 each node computes only its own table

DV:

 DV node can advertise incorrect path cost

 each node’s table used by others 
• error propagate thru network
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Hierarchical Routing

Our routing study thus far - idealization 

 all routers identical

 network “flat”

… not true in practice
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Hierarchical Routing

 scale: with 500 
million destinations

 can’t store all 
dest’s in routing 
tables!

 routing table 
exchange would 
swamp links! 

 administrative 
autonomy

 internet = network 
of networks

 each network admin 
may want to control 
routing in its own 
network
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Hierarchical Routing

 aggregate routers into 
regions, “autonomous 
systems” (AS)

 routers in same AS run 
same routing protocol

 “intra-AS” routing 
protocol

 routers in different 
AS can run 
different intra-AS 
routing protocol

 special routers in AS

 run intra-AS routing 
protocol with all other 
routers in AS

 also responsible for 
routing to destinations 
outside AS

 run inter-AS 
routing protocol 
with other 
gateway routers

42

gateway routers



Intra-AS and Inter-AS routing
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Gateways:
 perform inter-AS 

routing amongst 
themselves

 perform intra-AS 
routers with 
other routers in 
their AS

inter-AS, intra-AS 
routing in 

gateway A.c

network layer

link layer

physical layer

a

b

b

a
aC

A

B
d

A.a

A.c

C.b
B.a

c

b

c



Intra-AS and Inter-AS routing
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Host 
h2

a

b

b

a
aC

A

B
d c

A.a

A.c

C.b
B.a

c

b

Host
h1

Intra-AS routing
within AS A

Inter-AS
routing

between 
A and B

Intra-AS routing
within AS B

We’ll examine specific inter-AS and 
intra-AS Internet routing protocols 
shortly
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The Internet Network layer

Host, router network layer functions:

46

forwarding
table

Routing protocols
•path selection
•RIP, OSPF, BGP

IP protocol
•addressing conventions
•datagram format
•packet handling conventions

ICMP protocol
•error reporting
•router “signaling”

Transport layer: TCP, UDP

Link layer

physical layer

Network
layer



IP datagram format
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ver length

32 bits

data 
(variable length,
typically a TCP 

or UDP segment)

16-bit identifier

Internet
checksum

time to
live

32 bit source IP address

IP protocol version
number

header length
(bytes)

max number
remaining hops

(decremented at 
each router)

for
fragmentation/
reassembly

total datagram
length (bytes)

upper layer protocol
to deliver payload to

head.
len

type of
service

“type” of data flgs
fragment

offset
upper
layer

32 bit destination IP address

Options (if any) E.g. timestamp,
record route
taken, specify
list of routers 
to visit.

how much overhead with 
TCP?

 20 bytes of TCP

 20 bytes of IP

 = 40 bytes + app 
layer overhead



IP Fragmentation & Reassembly

 network links have MTU 
(max.transfer size)

 largest possible link-
level frame

 different link types, 
different MTUs 

 large IP datagram divided 
(“fragmented”) within net

 one datagram becomes 
several datagrams

 “reassembled” only at 
final destination

 IP header bits used to 
identify, order related 
fragments

48

fragmentation: 
in: one large datagram
out: 3 smaller datagrams

reassembly



IP Fragmentation and 
Reassembly

49

ID
=x

offset
=0

fragflag
=0

length
=4000

ID
=x

offset
=0

fragflag
=1

length
=1500

ID
=x

offset
=1480

fragflag
=1

length
=1500

ID
=x

offset
=2960

fragflag
=0

length
=1040

One large datagram becomes
several smaller datagrams

Example

 4000 byte 
datagram

 MTU = 1500 
bytes



ICMP: Internet Control Message 
Protocol

 used by hosts, routers, 
gateways to communication 
network-level information

 error reporting: 
unreachable host, network, 
port, protocol

 echo request/reply (used 
by ping)

 network-layer “above” IP:

 ICMP msgs carried in IP 
datagrams

 ICMP message: type, code plus 
first 8 bytes of IP datagram 
causing error

50

Type Code description

0        0         echo reply (ping)

3        0         dest network unreachable

3        1         dest host unreachable

3        2         dest protocol unreachable

3        3         dest port unreachable

3        6         dest network unknown

3        7         dest host unknown

4        0         source quench (congestion

control - not used)

8        0         echo request (ping)

9        0         route advertisement

10      0         router discovery

11      0         TTL expired

12      0         bad IP header



DHCP: Dynamic Host Configuration 
Protocol

Goal:
(1)allow host to dynamically obtain its IP address 
from network server when it joins network
(2)Can renew its lease on address in use
(3)allows reuse of addresses (only hold address 
while connected an “on”)
(4)support for mobile users who want to join 
network

DHCP overview:

 host broadcasts “DHCP discover” msg

 DHCP server responds with “DHCP offer” msg

 host requests IP address: “DHCP request” msg

 DHCP server sends address: “DHCP ack” msg

51



DHCP client-server scenario
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223.1.1.1

223.1.1.2

223.1.1.3

223.1.1.4 223.1.2.9

223.1.2.2

223.1.2.1

223.1.3.2

223.1.3.1

223.1.3.27

A

B

E

DHCP 

server

arriving DHCP 

client needs

address in this

network



DHCP client-server scenario
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DHCP server: 223.1.2.5 Arriving client

time

DHCP discover

src : 0.0.0.0, 68     

dest.: 255.255.255.255,67

yiaddr:    0.0.0.0

transaction ID: 654

DHCP offer

src: 223.1.2.5, 67      

dest:  255.255.255.255, 68

yiaddrr: 223.1.2.4

transaction ID: 654

Lifetime: 3600 secs

DHCP request

src:  0.0.0.0, 68     

dest::  255.255.255.255, 67

yiaddrr: 223.1.2.4

transaction ID: 655

Lifetime: 3600 secs

DHCP ACK

src: 223.1.2.5, 67      

dest:  255.255.255.255, 68

yiaddrr: 223.1.2.4

transaction ID: 655

Lifetime: 3600 secs



NAT: Network Address 
Translation

54

10.0.0.1

10.0.0.2

10.0.0.3

10.0.0.4

138.76.29.7

local network
(e.g., home network)

10.0.0/24

rest of
Internet

Datagrams with source or 
destination in this network
have 10.0.0/24 address for 
source, destination (as usual)

All datagrams leaving local
network have same single source 

NAT IP address: 138.76.29.7,
different source port numbers



NAT: Network Address 
Translation

Motivation: local network uses just one IP 
address as far as outside world is concerned:
 no need to be allocated range of addresses from ISP: 

- just one IP address is used for all devices

 can change addresses of devices in local network 
without notifying outside world

 can change ISP without changing addresses of 
devices in local network

 devices inside local net not explicitly addressable, 
visible by outside world (a security plus)
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NAT: Network Address 
Translation

Implementation: NAT box must:

 outgoing datagrams: replace (source IP address, port #) of 
every outgoing datagram to (NAT IP address, new port #)

. . . remote clients/servers will respond using (NAT IP address, 
new port #) as destination addr

 remember (in NAT translation table) every (source IP address, 
port #)  to (NAT IP address, new port #) translation pair

 incoming datagrams: replace (NAT IP address, new port #) in 
dest fields of every incoming datagram with corresponding 
(source IP address, port #) stored in NAT table
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NAT: Network Address 
Translation
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10.0.0.1

10.0.0.2

10.0.0.3

S: 10.0.0.1, 3345
D: 128.119.40.186, 80

1

10.0.0.4

138.76.29.7

1: host 10.0.0.1 
sends datagram to 
128.119.40.186, 80

NAT translation table
WAN side addr        LAN side addr

138.76.29.7, 5001   10.0.0.1, 3345
……                                         ……

S: 128.119.40.186, 80 
D: 10.0.0.1, 3345 4

S: 138.76.29.7, 5001
D: 128.119.40.186, 802

2: NAT router
changes datagram
source addr from
10.0.0.1, 3345 to
138.76.29.7, 5001,
updates table

S: 128.119.40.186, 80 
D: 138.76.29.7, 5001 3

3: Reply arrives
dest. address:
138.76.29.7, 5001

4: NAT router
changes datagram
dest addr from
138.76.29.7, 5001 to 10.0.0.1, 3345 



NAT: Network Address 
Translation
 16-bit port-number field

 > 60,000 simultaneous connections with a single 
LAN-side address!

NAT is controversial
 routers should only process up to layer 3
 violates end-to-end argument

• NAT possibility must be taken into account by app 
designers, eg, P2P applications

 address shortage should instead be solved by 
IPv6
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Detour: Telephone network 
structure 3 level hierarchy:

 wide area core 

 local exchange carrier 
(LEC)

 central office (CO) (e.g. 
Tsinghua Univ.)

59

CO2

CO1

CO3



Telephone network topology

core: one logical hop from 
one node to any other

 multiple long distance 
providers
-> multiple cores
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LEC

 1 or 2 connections to 
each core

 CO’s fully meshed:  1 
hop to any other CO

CO2

CO1

CO3
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Telephone network: routing

Routing
 If source, destination in 

same CO, connect them
 If source, destination in 

same LEC, take one hop path
 Otherwise, send call to core

 choose 1 or 2 hop path 
through core to dest. 
LEC

 at most N-1 paths thru 
core to dest. LEC 
(routing decision is order 
of trying paths)

 if no free path: block 
(busy) 

CO2

CO1

CO3



Characteristics of telephone 
network routing

 reliable switches: seldom need to route around 
failure

 at most three “AS” hops: ILEC->core->ILEC

 highly connected: all paths one or two-hop paths 

 the routing problem: in which order to try 2-
hop paths?

 telephone traffic is predictable: use past traffic 
to predetermine order in which routes attempted: 

 day-of-week, time, special occasion (e.g., Spring 
Festival)
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Dynamic, non-hierarchical routing 
(DNHR)

 24-hour day divided into ~10 periods. 

 state-independent routing: routing order downloaded 
into switch from central site

 try one-hop path to destination

 if busy, try two-hop paths in specified order

63

 As load increases, more 2-hop paths taken

 1 two-hop call can block 2 one-hop calls

 Metastability: degradation to where 
nearly all calls carried are two-hop calls

metastability



Avoiding metastability: trunk 
reservation

 trunk reservation: reserve some capacity on each link 
for 1-hop calls, purposefully block 2-hop calls (even if 
two 1-hop links are free)

Q: when to purposefully block 2-hop call?
 con: carried call generates revenue 
 pro: carried call may block future 1-hop calls

A: shadow pricing: block 2-hop call if expected revenue 
lost due to blocked future 1-hop calls exceeds 
revenue gained by carrying the 2-hop call
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Advanced telephony routing: TSMR

Trunk Status Map Routing (TSMR): switch 
measures current load, reports to central 
site

 central site computes new routing order

 routing order changed more frequently than 
DNHR

 threshold of ~12.5% for change
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Advanced telephony routing: RTNR

66

Real-Time Network Routing (RTNR): 

 switch dynamically determines order to try 2-hop 
routes
 source knows loading of its own outgoing links
 source asks dest. for loading of dest’s incoming links

 source can determine lightly loaded source-dest 2-hop 
paths

A

E

F
C

B

DS
1. source knows
SA, SF lightly 
loaded

2. Dest tells source
CD, FD, ED lightly 
loaded

3. source chooses SFD
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Internet Routing Drivers
 Technology and economic aspects:

 Internet built out of cheap, unreliable components 
as an overlay on top of leased telephone 
infrastructure for WAN transport

• Cheaper components => fail more often => topology 
changes often => needs dynamic routing

 Components (including end-systems) had 
computation capabilities

• Distributed algorithms can be implemented 

 Cheap overlaid inter-networks => several entities 
could afford to leverage their existing 
(heterogeneous) LANs and leased lines to build 
inter-networks

• Led to multiple administrative “clouds” which needed to 
inter-connect for global communication
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Internet Routing Model

 2 key features: 
 Dynamic routing
 Intra- and Inter-AS routing, AS = locus of admin 

control

 Internet organized as “autonomous systems” 
(AS)
 AS is internally connected

 Interior Gateway Protocols (IGPs) within AS. 
Eg: RIP, OSPF, IS-IS

 Exterior Gateway Protocols (EGPs) for AS to 
AS routing. Eg: EGP, BGP-4
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Requirements for Intra-AS 
Routing

 Should scale for the size of an AS
 Low end: 10s of routers (small enterprise)
High end: 1000s of routers (large ISP)

Different requirements on routing 
convergence after topology changes 
 Low end: can tolerate some connectivity disruptions
High end: fast convergence essential to business 

(making money on transport)
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Requirements for Intra-AS 
Routing

Operational/Admin/Management (OAM) 
Complexity
 Low end: simple, self-configuring
High end: Self-configuring, but operator hooks for 

control 

 Traffic engineering capabilities
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Requirements for Inter-AS 
Routing

 Should scale for the size of the global 
Internet
 Focus on reachability, not optimality
 Use address aggregation techniques to minimize 

core routing table sizes and associated control 
traffic

 At the same time, it should allow flexibility in 
topological structure (eg: don’t restrict to trees 
etc)
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Requirements for Inter-AS 
Routing

Allow policy-based routing between 
autonomous systems
 Policy refers to arbitrary preference among a menu 

of available options (based upon options’ attributes)
 Fully distributed routing (as opposed to a signaled 

approach) is the only possibility
 Extensible to meet the demands for newer policies
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Internet AS Hierarchy
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Intra-AS border (exterior gateway) routers

Inter-AS interior (gateway) routers



Intra-AS Routing

Also known as Interior Gateway Protocols 
(IGP)

Most common Intra-AS routing protocols:
 RIP: Routing Information Protocol

OSPF: Open Shortest Path First

 IS-IS: Intermediate System to Intermediate 
System

 IGRP: Interior Gateway Routing Protocol (Cisco 
proprietary)
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RIP (Routing Information 
Protocol)

Distance vector algorithm

 Included in BSD-UNIX Distribution in 1982

Distance metric: # of hops (max = 15 hops)

Distance vectors: exchanged among 
neighbors every 30 sec via Response Message 
(also called advertisement)

 Each advertisement: list of up to 25 
destination nets within AS
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RIP: Example
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Destination Network Next  Router      Num. of hops to dest.

w A 2
y B 2
z B 7
x -- 1
.... .... ....

w x y

z

A

C

D B

Routing table in D



RIP: Example
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Destination Network Next  Router      Num. of hops to dest.

w A 2
y B 2
z B A 7 5
x -- 1
…. …. ....

Routing table in D

w x y

z

A

C

D B

Dest     Next  hops
w - -
x - -
z C     4   

Advertisement
from A to D



RIP: Link Failure and Recovery 

If no advertisement heard after 180 sec 

--> neighbor/link declared dead
 routes via neighbor invalidated

 new advertisements sent to neighbors

 neighbors in turn send out new advertisements (if 
tables changed)

 link failure info quickly propagates to entire net

 poison reverse used to prevent ping-pong loops 
(infinite distance = 16 hops)
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RIP Table processing

 RIP routing tables managed by application-level
process called route-d (daemon)

 advertisements sent in UDP packets, periodically 
repeated

81

physical

link

network     forwarding
(IP)            table

Transprt
(UDP)

routed

physical

link

network
(IP)

Transprt
(UDP)

routed

forwarding
table
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OSPF

OSPF: Open Shortest Path First protocol

 Preferred IGP

 Evolved from IS-IS protocol

 Link state protocol

Distribution of LSAs using reliable flooding, 
LSA flooding is bounded by area
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OSPF

Use IP as transport, IP protocol 89

Utilize IP multicast when sending/receiving 
the updates

 224.0.0.5, All OSPF Routers

 224.0.0.6, All DRs

 Support for CIDR, Authentication and Multi-
path

 Employ Dijkstra’s Shortest Path First (SPF) 
algorithm to calculate the path tree
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OSPF Development History
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1987 1989 1991 1993 1995 1997 1999

OSPF Group 

formed

OSPFv1 published 

RFC 1131

OSPFv2 

published 

RFC 1247

Becomes 

recommended

Cryptographic 

authentication

Point-to-multipoint 

interfaces

MOSPF

OSPFv2 update 

RFC 1583

CIDR

OSPFv2 update 

RFC 2178

OSPFv2 update 

RFC 2328

OSPFv3 

RFC 2740



OSPF Motivation

Original IGP used RIP

 Based on Distance Vector Algorithm

Worked well in small systems

Hop count limit of 15
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OSPF Motivation (Cont.)

 Suffered from problems of Distance 
Vector Protocol
 Count to Infinity Problem

 Slow Convergence

 Large update packets

 Slow response to topological changes

Need for a Link State Protocol

A long list of functional requirements 
follows
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Functional Requirements of 
OSPF 

 Faster Convergence and less consumption 
of network resources

A more descriptive routing metric
 Configurable 

 Value ranges between 1 and 65,535

No restriction on network diameters

 Equal-cost multipath
 A way to do load balancing
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Functional Requirements of OSPF 
(Cont.)

 Routing Hierarchy
 Support large routing domains

 Separate internal and external routes

 Support of flexible sub netting schemes

 Security

 Type of Service Routing
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OSPF Basics

Distributed, replicated database model
 Each router builds a topology database
 Describes complete routing topology

 LSA: Link state advertisements
 Carry local piece of routing topology
 Information about adjacencies sent to all 

routers
 For most packets TTL = 1, except for 

hierarchical routing
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OSPF Basics (Cont.)

 Link state database
 Identical for all the routers

Destination IP address = Neighbors IP 
address or AllOSPFRouters (224.0.0.5) or 
AllDRouters (224.0.0.6)

A "shortest path" algorithm is used to find 
best route

 converge as quickly as databases can be 
updated
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OSPF Basics (Cont.)

 The protocol remains relatively quiet 
during steady-state conditions

 Periodic refresh is 30 minutes

MaxAge is 60 minutes

OSPF has 3 sub-protocols:

Hello protocol

 Exchange protocol

 Flooding protocol
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OSPF Metric

 Cost applied on all router link paths

 16-bit positive number 1–65,535, the lower the 
more desirable

 Route decisions made on total cost of path

 Derived from bandwidth (108 ÷ bandwidth)

 56-kbps serial link = 1785

 Ethernet = 10 

 64-kbps serial link = 1562

 T1 (1.544-Mbps serial link) = 64 

 Fast Ethernet/FDDI = 1
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OSPF Packet Header

 Every OSPF packet starts with a standard 24 bytes header
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Sample Router LSA
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OSPF Operation

 Establishing router adjacencies

 Electing DR and BDR

Discovering Routes

 Choosing Routes

Maintaining Routing Information
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Steps to OSPF Operation with 
OSPF States

 Establishing router adjacencies
 Down State

 Init State

 Two-way State

 (ExStart State unless DR/BDR election needed)

 Electing DR and BDR
 ExStart State with DR and BDR

 Two-way State with all other routers
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Steps to OSPF Operation with 
OSPF States (Cont.)

Discovering Routes
 ExStart State

 Exchange State

 Loading State

 Full State

 Choosing Routes

Maintaining Routing Information
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Neighbor Discovery and 
Maintenance

OSPF Hello Protocol

Multicast 224.0.0.5 on all router interfaces

Hello packets sent out periodically (10 sec. 
LAN, 30 sec. NBMA (non-broadcast multi-
access))

Help to detect if neighbors are up or down
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Neighbor

Bi-directional OSPF 
communication

Result of OSPF hello packets

Need not exchange routing 
information
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Adjacency

Between OSPF neighbors

Exchange routing information

Point-to-point or Broadcast media
Point-to-point - neighbors are 

adjacent

Broadcast media - not all neighbors 
are adjacent
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Broadcast Media - problems

N neighbors - order of N 
square adjacency
Not optimal

Wasted bandwidth

Does not scale
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Broadcast Media - solution

 Select a neighbor -
Designated Router(DR)

 All routers become adjacent 
to DR

 Exchange routing information 
with the DR

 DR updates all the neighbors

 Scales

 Backup Designated Router 
(BDR)
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Discovering Routes and Reaching 
Full State

“adjacent”

OSPF Type-2 (DBD)

OSPF Type-2 (DBD)

OSPF Type-2 (DBD)

OSPF Type-2 (DBD)

OSPF Type-5 (LSAck)

OSPF Type-3 (LSR)

OSPF Type-4 (LSU)

OSPF Type-5 (LSAck)
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Choosing Routes

Dijkstra - Shortest Path First (SPF) 
Algorithm

 Link state database

 Created with Link State Packets (LSPs) from each 
router

 Forwarding database

 The Routing Table
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Maintaining routes

When a Link Changes State
106



Hierarchical OSPF
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Scaling OSPF

 Rule of thumb
 no more than 150 routers /area

 Reality
 no more than 500 routers/area

 Backbone area is an area that glue all the 
other areas
 always marked as area 0

 proper use of areas reduces bandwidth
 summarized routes 
 instability is limited within the area
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OSPF Summary

Why OSPF is needed in the Internet?

 The basics of the protocol

 The operation of the protocol
 Neighbor Discovery (Hello Protocol)

 The Link state Advertisements

 Database Synchronization and reliable flooding

Hierarchical Routing in OSPF
 OSPF Areas and Area Organization
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Internet AS Hierarchy
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Inter-AS border (exterior gateway) routers

Intra-AS interior (gateway) routers



Why different Intra- and Inter-
AS routing ?

Policy: 

 Inter-AS: admin wants control over how its traffic 
routed, who routes through its net

 Intra-AS: single admin, so no policy decisions needed

Scale:

 hierarchical routing saves table size, reduced update 
traffic

Performance: 

 Intra-AS: can focus on performance

 Inter-AS: policy may dominate over performance
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Autonomous Routing Domains
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A collection of physical networks glued together 
using IP, that have a unified administrative routing 
policy

 Campus networks

 Corporate networks

 ISP Internal networks

 …



Autonomous Systems (ASes)
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An autonomous system is an autonomous routing 
domain that has been assigned an Autonomous System 
Number (ASN)

RFC 1930: Guidelines for creation, selection, 

and registration of an Autonomous System

… the administration of an AS appears to other ASes
to have a single coherent interior routing plan and 
presents a consistent picture of what networks are 
reachable through it



AS Numbers (ASNs)
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ASNs are 16 bit values

64512 through 65535 are “private”

 Genuity: 1 

 MIT: 3

 Harvard: 11

 UC San Diego: 7377

 AT&T: 7018, 6341, 5074, … 

 UUNET: 701, 702, 284, 12199, …

 Sprint: 1239, 1240, 6211, 6242, …

 …

ASNs represent units of routing policy

Currently over 61,438 in use



AS Numbers (ASNs)
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ASNs are 16 bit values

64512 through 65535 are “private”
Currently over 63,998 in use

http://www.potaroo.net/tools/asn16/



AS Numbers (ASNs)
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New ASNs are 32 bit values

Status AS Pool 16-bit 32-bit

IETF Reserved 94966579 1042 94965537

IANA Unallocated 
Pool

4199926991 3056 4199926495

Allocated 73726 63998 9728

RIR Data

AFRINIC 2302 1278 1024

APNIC 10900 8340 2560

ARIN 26453 25429 1024

RIPE NCC 29208 25624 3584

LACNIC 4863 3327 1536



Nontransit vs. Transit ASes
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ISP 1

ISP 2

Nontransit AS
might be a corporate
or campus network.
Could be a “content 
provider”

NET A
Traffic NEVER 
flows from ISP 1
through NET A to ISP 2
(At least not intentionally!)

IP traffic

Internet Service
providers (often)
have transit 
networks



Selective Transit
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NET B

NET C

NET A provides transit
between NET B and NET C
and between NET D 
and NET C

NET A

NET D

NET A DOES NOT
provide transit
between NET D 
and NET B

Most transit networks transit in a selective manner…

IP traffic



Customers and Providers
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Customer pays provider for access to the Internet

provider

customer

IP traffic
provider customer



Customers Don’t Always Need BGP
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provider

customer

Nail up default routes 0.0.0.0/0

pointing to provider.

Nail up routes 192.0.2.0/24

pointing to customer

192.0.2.0/24

Static routing is the most common way of connecting an
autonomous routing domain to the Internet 
This helps explain why BGP is a mystery to many … 



Customer-Provider Hierarchy
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IP traffic

provider customer



The Peering Relationship
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peer peer

customerprovider

Peers provide transit between 
their respective customers

Peers do not provide transit 
between peers

Peers (often) do not exchange $$$
traffic
allowed

traffic NOT
allowed



Peering Provides Shortcuts
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Peering also allows connectivity between
the customers of “Tier 1” providers.

peer peer

customerprovider



Peering Wars

 Reduces upstream 
transit costs

 Can increase end-to-
end performance

 May be the only way to 
connect your 
customers to some 
part of the Internet 
(“Tier 1”) 

 You would rather have 
customers

 Peers are usually your 
competition

 Peering relationships 
may require periodic 
renegotiation
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Peering struggles are by far the most contentious issues in the ISP 
world! Peering agreements are often confidential

Peer Don’t Peer



国内ISP互联状态

经营性的互联单位6家
中国电信和中国网通（称为“大网”）

中国移动、中国联通和中国铁通（称为“中网”）

其他非经营性互联单位（称为“小网”），如

CERNET

大网之间互不结算
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国内ISP互联状态

中网与大网之间的结算方式包括直联 和经NAP

点转接

 NAP点转接方式

 北京、上海、广州建有国家级互联网交换中心（NAP点）

 国家级交换中心采取政府定价，根据信息产业部2008年

10月颁布的《互联网交换中心网间结算办法》，中网按照

双向流量的平均值 向大网交结算费

 结算费用（元/月）= 1000（元/Mbps月）×结算速率

（Mbps） 10G带宽费用为1000万/月
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联通网苑的落幕

 “联通网苑”在2003年初进入网吧市场，经过3年多的

连锁经营，最后黯然退出网吧市场

 “联通网苑”为何如此短命？

 联通有关人士把罪魁祸首归结于电信和网通之间的不合理网间

结算费用

 中国电信每兆流量向中国联通收2200元，而联通向加盟网吧运

营者才收500元，等于每兆流量亏损1700元

 联通认为这是个不合理的数字，中国电信仅向网吧运营者每兆

流量收500元，向国外运营商收取的结算费用是400多元，而向

联通收取了较高的结算费

 联通网吧在运营中每年亏损达到上亿元，被迫放弃
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BGP-4

 BGP = Border Gateway Protocol 

 Is a Policy-Based routing protocol 

 Is the de facto EGP of today’s global Internet

 Relatively simple protocol, but configuration is 

complex and the entire world can see, and be 

impacted by, your mistakes

 Pakistan Telecom and YouTube
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Pakistan Telecom and YouTube

 2008年2月，YouTube出现反伊斯兰教视频

 Pakistan Telecom接获最高当局封杀命令後，开始广播

自己是YouTube 所属IP网络空间256个地址的正确路径

 正牌YouTube是广播1024台主机的地址空间，因此几分钟后，所

有流量都开始流向这个错误的地方

 根据即时网路流量监控公司Renesys的时间表，亚太地

区ISP在15秒内就开始将YouTube.com的流量导向这家

巴基斯坦的 ISP，而其他地区的路由器也在45秒后就开

始跟进
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Pakistan Telecom and YouTube

 YouTube 在数分钟后开始进行反制，首先把自己原先广

播的1024个地址降至256个

 11分钟后，YouTube 又加入更精确的广播，缩减至64个

地址，由于依据BGP协议，后者更为精确，因此会推翻

原来巴基斯坦的版本

 历经 两小时 的错误路由后，Pakistan Telecom才终于

终止该行为
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BGP-4
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 1989 : BGP-1 [RFC 1105]

 Replacement for EGP (1984, RFC 904)

 1990 : BGP-2 [RFC 1163]

 1991 : BGP-3 [RFC 1267]

 1995 : BGP-4 [RFC 1771]

 Support for Classless Interdomain Routing (CIDR)



BGP Operations (Simplified)
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Establish session on
TCP port 179

Exchange all
active routes 

Exchange incremental
updates

AS1

AS2

While connection 
is ALIVE exchange
route UPDATE messages

BGP session



Four Types of BGP Messages

Open : Establish a peering session

 Keep Alive : Handshake at regular intervals

Notification : Shuts down a peering session

Update : Announcing new routes or withdrawing

previously announced routes

 announcement    =    prefix + attributes values
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BGP Attributes
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Value      Code                              Reference
----- --------------------------------- ---------

1       ORIGIN                            [RFC1771]
2       AS_PATH                           [RFC1771]
3       NEXT_HOP                          [RFC1771]
4       MULTI_EXIT_DISC                   [RFC1771]
5       LOCAL_PREF                        [RFC1771]
6       ATOMIC_AGGREGATE                  [RFC1771]
7       AGGREGATOR                        [RFC1771]
8       COMMUNITY                         [RFC1997]
9       ORIGINATOR_ID                     [RFC2796]

10       CLUSTER_LIST                      [RFC2796]
11       DPA                                  [Chen]
12       ADVERTISER                        [RFC1863]
13       RCID_PATH / CLUSTER_ID            [RFC1863]
14       MP_REACH_NLRI                     [RFC2283]  
15       MP_UNREACH_NLRI                   [RFC2283]  
16       EXTENDED COMMUNITIES                [Rosen]
...
255       reserved for development

We 
will cover 
these 
attributes

Not all attributes
need to be present in
every announcement 



Attributes are Used to Select 
Best Routes 
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192.0.2.0/24

pick me!

192.0.2.0/24

pick me!

192.0.2.0/24

pick me!

192.0.2.0/24

pick me!

Given multiple
routes to the same
prefix, a BGP speaker
must pick at most
one best route

(Note: it could reject 
them all!)



Two Types of BGP Neighbor 
Relationships

 External Neighbor (eBGP) in a 
different Autonomous Systems 

 Internal Neighbor (iBGP) in the 
same Autonomous System
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AS1

AS2

eBGP

iBGP

iBGP is routed (using IGP!) 



iBGP Peers Must be Fully Meshed

 iBGP is needed to avoid 
routing loops within an AS

 Injecting external routes 
into IGP does not scale 
and causes BGP policy 
information to be lost

 BGP does not provide 
“shortest path” routing
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iBGP neighbors do not announce 
routes received via iBGP to other iBGP
neighbors

eBGP update

iBGP updates

Is iBGP an IGP? 
NO!



BGP Next Hop Attribute
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Every time a route announcement crosses an AS 
boundary, the Next Hop attribute is changed to the 
IP address of the border router that announced the 
route

AS 6431

AT&T Research

135.207.0.0/16

Next  Hop = 12.125.133.90

AS 7018
AT&T 

AS 12654
RIPE NCC

RIS project 

12.125.133.90

135.207.0.0/16

Next  Hop = 12.127.0.121

12.127.0.121



Join EGP with IGP For   
Connectivity
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Forwarding Table

Forwarding Table

AS 1 AS 2192.0.2.1

135.207.0.0/16

10.10.10.10

EGP

192.0.2.1135.207.0.0/16

destination next hop

10.10.10.10192.0.2.0/30

destination next hop

135.207.0.0/16

Next  Hop = 192.0.2.1

192.0.2.0/30

135.207.0.0/16

destination next hop

10.10.10.10

+

192.0.2.0/30 10.10.10.10



Next Hop Often Rewritten to 
Loopback
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Forwarding Table

Forwarding Table

AS 1 AS 2192.0.2.1

135.207.0.0/16

10.10.10.10

EGP

127.22.33.44135.207.0.0/16

destination next hop

10.10.10.10127.22.33.44

destination next hop

135.207.0.0/16

destination next hop

10.10.10.10

+

127.22.33.44 10.10.10.10

127.22.33.44

135.207.0.0/16

Next  Hop = 192.0.2.1

135.207.0.0/16

Next  Hop = 127.22.33.44



Implementing Customer/Provider and 
Peer/Peer relationships

 Enforce transit relationships 
Outbound route filtering 

 Enforce order of route preference
 provider < peer < customer

143

Two parts: 



Import Routes 
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From

peer

From

peer

From

provider

From

provider

From 

customer

From 

customer

provider route customer routepeer route ISP route



Export Routes 
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To

peer

To

peer

To

customer

To

customer

To

provider

To 

provider

provider route customer routepeer route ISP route

filters

block 



How Can Routes be Colored?
BGP Communities!
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A community value is 32 bits

By convention, 

first 16 bits is 

ASN indicating 

who is giving it

an interpretation

community

number

Very powerful BECAUSE it 

has no (predefined) 

meaning

Community Attribute = a list of community values

(So one route can belong to multiple communities)

RFC 1997 (August 1996)

Used for signally within and 

between ASes 

Two reserved communities

no_advertise 0xFFFFFF02: don’t pass to BGP neighbors

no_export = 0xFFFFFF01: don’t export out of AS



Communities Example

 1:100
 Customer routes

 1:200
 Peer routes

 1:300
 Provider Routes

 To Customers
 1:100, 1:200, 1:300

 To Peers
 1:100

 To Providers
 1:100
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AS 1

Import Export



So Many Choices
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Which route should

Frank pick to 13.13.0.0/16? 

AS 1

AS 2

AS 4

AS 3

13.13.0.0/16

Frank’s 

Internet Barn

peer peer

customerprovider



BGP Route Processing
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Best Route

Selection 

Apply Import

Policies

Best Route 

Table

Apply Export

Policies

Install forwarding

Entries for best

Routes

Receive

BGP

Updates

Best

Routes

Transmit

BGP 

Updates

Apply Policy =

filter routes & 

tweak attributes

Based on

Attribute

Values

IP Forwarding Table

Apply Policy =

filter routes & 

tweak attributes

Open ended programming

Constrained only by vendor configuration language



Tweak Tweak Tweak

 For inbound traffic
 Filter outbound routes

 Tweak attributes on outbound 
routes in the hope of 
influencing your neighbor’s 
best route selection

 For outbound traffic
 Filter inbound routes

 Tweak attributes on inbound
routes to influence best route 
selection

150

outbound
routes

inbound
routes

inbound

traffic

outbound

traffic

In general, an AS has more control over outbound traffic



Route Selection Summary
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Highest Local Preference

Shortest ASPATH

Lowest MED

i-BGP < e-BGP

Lowest IGP cost 

to BGP egress

Lowest router ID

traffic engineering 

Enforce relationships

Throw up hands and

break ties



Back to Frank …
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AS 1
AS 2

AS 4

AS 3

13.13.0.0/16

peer peer

customerprovider

local pref = 80

local pref = 100

local pref = 90

Higher Local

preference values

are more preferred

Local preference only used in iBGP



Implementing Backup Links with Local 
Preference (Outbound Traffic)
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Forces outbound traffic to take primary link, unless link is down.

AS 1

primary link backup link

Set Local Pref = 100

for all routes from AS 1 AS 65000
Set Local Pref = 50

for all routes from AS 1

We’ll talk about inbound traffic soon …



Multihomed Backups 
(Outbound Traffic)
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Forces outbound traffic to take primary link, unless link is down.

AS 1

primary link backup link

Set Local Pref = 100

for all routes from AS 1

AS 2

Set Local Pref = 50

for all routes from AS 3

AS 3
provider provider



ASPATH Attribute
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AS7018
135.207.0.0/16

AS Path = 6341

AS 1239
Sprint

AS 1755
Ebone

AT&T

AS 3549
Global Crossing 

135.207.0.0/16

AS Path = 7018 6341

135.207.0.0/16

AS Path = 3549 7018 6341

AS 6341

135.207.0.0/16

AT&T Research

Prefix Originated

AS 12654
RIPE NCC

RIS project 

AS 1129
Global Access

135.207.0.0/16

AS Path = 7018 6341

135.207.0.0/16

AS Path = 1239 7018 6341

135.207.0.0/16

AS Path = 1755 1239 7018 6341

135.207.0.0/16

AS Path = 1129 1755 1239 7018 6341



Interdomain Loop Prevention
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BGP at AS YYY will 
never accept a route 
with ASPATH 
containing YYY

AS 7018

12.22.0.0/16

ASPATH = 1 333 7018 877

Don’t Accept!

AS 1



Traffic Often Follows ASPATH
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AS 4AS 3AS 2AS 1

135.207.0.0/16

135.207.0.0/16

ASPATH = 3 2 1

IP Packet 

Dest =

135.207.44.66



… But It Might Not
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AS 4AS 3AS 2AS 1

135.207.0.0/16

135.207.0.0/16

ASPATH = 3 2 1

IP Packet 

Dest =

135.207.44.66

AS 5

135.207.44.0/25

ASPATH = 5

135.207.44.0/25

AS 2 filters all

subnets with masks

longer than /24

135.207.0.0/16

ASPATH = 1

From AS 4, it  may look like 
this packet will take path 3 2 1, 
but it actually takes path 3 2 5



Shorter Doesn’t Always Mean 
Shorter

159

In fairness: 
could you do 
this “right” and 
still scale?

Exporting internal
state would 
dramatically 
increase global 
instability and 
amount of routing
state

AS 4

AS 3

AS 2

AS 1

Mr. BGP says that 

path 4 1 is better

than path 3 2 1

Duh!



Shedding Inbound Traffic with 
ASPATH Padding Hack
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Padding will (usually) 
force inbound 
traffic from AS 1
to take primary link

AS 1

192.0.2.0/24

ASPATH = 2  2  2

customer

AS 2

provider

192.0.2.0/24

backupprimary

192.0.2.0/24

ASPATH = 2



Padding May Not Shut Off All 
Traffic
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AS 1

192.0.2.0/24

ASPATH = 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

customer

AS 2

provider

192.0.2.0/24

192.0.2.0/24

ASPATH = 2

AS 3

provider

AS 3 will send traffic on “backup” 
link because it prefers customer 
routes and local preference is 
considered before ASPATH length!

backupprimary



COMMUNITY Attribute to the 
Rescue!
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AS 1

customer

AS 2

provider

192.0.2.0/24

192.0.2.0/24

ASPATH = 2

AS 3

provider

backupprimary

192.0.2.0/24

ASPATH = 2  

COMMUNITY = 3:70

Customer import policy at AS 3:
If 3:90 in COMMUNITY then

set local preference to 90
If 3:80 in COMMUNITY then 

set local preference to 80
If 3:70 in COMMUNITY then

set local preference to 70 

AS 3: normal 
customer local 
pref is 100,
peer local pref is 90



Hot Potato Routing: Go for the 
Closest Egress Point
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192.44.78.0/24

15
56 IGP distances

egress 1
egress 2

This Router has two BGP routes to 192.44.78.0/24. 

Hot potato: get traffic off of your network as 

Soon as possible.  Go for egress 1! 



Getting Burned by the Hot Potato
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15
56

17

2865
High bandwidth

Provider backbone

Low bandwidth

customer backbone

Heavy

Content 

Web Farm

Many customers want 

their provider to 

carry the bits! 

tiny http request

huge http reply

SFF NYC

San Diego



Cold Potato Routing with MEDs
(Multi-Exit Discriminator Attribute)
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15
56

17

2865
Heavy

Content 

Web Farm

192.44.78.0/24

192.44.78.0/24

MED = 15

192.44.78.0/24

MED = 56

This means that MEDs must be considered BEFORE
IGP distance!

Prefer lower 
MED values

Note1 : some providers will not listen to MEDs 

Note2 : MEDs need not be tied to IGP distance



Route Selection Summary
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Highest Local Preference

Shortest ASPATH

Lowest MED

i-BGP < e-BGP

Lowest IGP cost 

to BGP egress

Lowest router ID

traffic engineering 

Enforce relationships

Throw up hands and

break ties



Policies Can Interact Strangely
(“Route Pinning” Example)
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backup

Disaster strikes primary link
and the backup takes over

Primary link is restored but some
traffic remains pinned to backup

1 2

3 4

Install backup link using community

customer



Attention 
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 BGP is not guaranteed to converge on a stable 
routing.  Policy interactions could lead to 
“livelock” protocol oscillations                         

 Corollary: BGP is not guaranteed to recover 
from network failures



What Problem is BGP solving?
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Underlying problem

Shortest Paths

Distributed means of 

computing a solution.

X?

RIP, OSPF, IS-IS

BGP

 aid in the design of policy analysis algorithms and heuristics

 aid in the analysis and design of BGP and extensions

 help explain some BGP routing anomalies        

 provide a fun way of thinking about the protocol

X could 



Separate dynamic and static semantics

170

SPVP = Simple Path 

Vector Protocol  = a 

distributed 

algorithm for 

solving SPP

BGP

SPVP

Booo Hooo, 

Many, many 

complications...

BGP Policies

Stable Paths 

Problem (SPP)

static

semantics
dynamic

semantics

See [Griffin, Shepherd, Wilfong]



An instance of the 
Stable Paths Problem (SPP) (SPP)
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1

5 5 2 1 0

0

2 1 0

2 0

1 3 0

1 0

3 0

4 2 0

4 3 0

3

4

2

1

 A graph of nodes and edges 

 Node 0, called the origin

 For each non-zero node, a set or 
permitted paths to  the origin.  
This set always contains the 
“null path”

 A ranking of permitted paths at 
each node. Null path is always 
least preferred. (Not shown in 
diagram) 

When modeling BGP : nodes represent 

BGP speaking routers, and 0 represents 

a node originating some address block 

most preferred

…

least preferred (not null)

Yes, the translation 

gets messy!



A Solution to a Stable Paths 
Problem
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5 5 2 1 0

1

0

2 1 0

2 0

1 3 0

1 0

3 0

4 2 0

4 3 0

3

4

2

1

 node u’s assigned path is either the 

null path or is a path uwP, where wP

is assigned to node w and {u,w} is an 

edge in the graph

 each node is assigned the highest 

ranked path among those consistent 

with the paths assigned to its 

neighbors A Solution need not represent 
a shortest path tree, or 
a spanning tree

A solution is an assignment of 
permitted paths to each node such that



An SPP may have multiple 
solutions
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Multiple solutions can result in 
“Route Pinning”

174



BAD GADGET : No Solution
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2

0

3
1

2 1 0

2 0

1 3 0

1 0

3 2 0

3 0

4

3



SURPRISE : Beware of Backup 
Policies
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2

0

31

2 1 0

2 0

1 3 0

1 0

3 4 2 0

3 0

4

4 0

4 2 0

4 3 0

Becomes a BAD GADGET if link 

(4, 0) goes down

BGP is not robust : 

it is not guaranteed 

to recover from 

network failures



PRECARIOUS
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Strawman: Global Policy Check

 Require each AS to publish its policies

Detect and resolve conflicts

Problems:

• ASes typically unwilling to reveal policies

• Checking for convergence is NP-complete

• Failures may still cause oscillations
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Think Globally, Act Locally

 Key features of a good solution
 Safety: guaranteed convergence

 Expressiveness: allow diverse policies for each 
AS

 Autonomy: do not require revelation/coordination

 Backwards-compatibility: no changes to BGP

 Local restrictions on configuration semantics
 Ranking

 Filtering
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Stable Internet Routing 
without Global Coordination

 Permit only two business arrangements
 Customer-provider

 Peering

 Constrain both filtering and ranking based 
on these arrangements to guarantee safety

 Surprising result: these arrangements 
correspond to today’s (common) behavior

Gao & Rexford, “Stable Internet Routing without Global Coordination”, IEEE/ACM ToN, 2001



Safe BGP System

 BGP system is safe if it has a stable state
and converges under any fair activation
sequence and any initial state

 BGP system is inherently safe if it is safe
and remains safe after removing any nodes
/ edges

181
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Relationship #1: Customer-Provider
Filtering

 Routes from customer: to everyone
 Routes from provider: only to customers

providers

customer

From the customer

To other destinations

advertisements

traffic

From other destinations

To the customer

customer

providers
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Relationship #2: Peering

Filtering
 Routes from peer: only to customers
No routes from other peers or providers

advertisements

traffic

customer customer

peer peer
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Rankings

 Routes from customers over routes from peers

 Routes from peers over routes from providers

provider

peer

customer
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Additional Assumption: 
Hierarchy

Disallowed!
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Safety: Proof Sketch

 State: the current route at each AS

Activation sequence: revisit some router’s 
selection based on those of neighboring ASes

 Goal: find an activation sequence that leads 
to a stable state

 Safety: satisfied if that activation sequence 
is contained within any “fair” activation 
sequence



Big and Getting Bigger

 Scaling the iBGP mesh
 Confederations
 Route Reflectors

 BGP Table Growth
 Address aggregation (CIDR) 
 Address allocation 

AS number allocation and use
Dynamics of BGP

 Inherent vs. accidental oscillation 
 Rate limiting and route flap dampening
 Lots and lots of noise 
 Slow convergence time 187



iBGP Mesh Does Not Scale

 N border routers means 
N(N-1)/2 peering sessions 

 Each router must have N-1 
iBGP sessions configured

 The addition a single iBGP 
speaker requires configuration 
changes to all other iBGP 
speakers

 Size of iBGP routing table can 
be order N larger than number 
of best routes (remember 
alternate routes!)
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eBGP update

iBGP updates



Route Reflectors

 Route reflectors can 
pass on iBGP updates 
to clients

 Each RR passes along 
ONLY best routes 

ORIGINATOR_ID and 
CLUSTER_LIST 
attributes are needed 
to avoid loops
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RR RR

RR



BGP Confederations
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AS 65501

AS 65502

AS 65503 AS 65504

AS 65500

AS 1

From the outside, this looks like AS 1

Confederation eBGP (between member ASes) preserves 
LOCAL_PREF, MED, and BGP NEXTHOP



BGP Table Growth
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http://bgp.potaroo.net/as6447/ BGP data obtained from AS6447

http://bgp.potaroo.net/as6447/


Large BGP Tables Considered Harmful 
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 Routing tables must store best routes and 
alternate routes

 Burden can be large for routers with many 
alternate routes (route reflectors for 
example)

 Routers have been known to die
 Increases CPU load, especially during 

session reset

Moore’s Law may save us in theory. But 
in practice it means spending money to upgrade
equipment … 



Deaggregation Due to Multihoming May 
be a Leading Cause
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AS 1

customerAS 2

provider

12.0.0.0/8

AS 3

provider

12.2.0.0/16

12.2.0.0/16

12.2.0.0/16

If AS 1 does
not announce the
more specific prefix,
then most traffic 
to AS 2 will go 
through AS 3 
because it is a 
longer match

AS 2 is 
“punching a hole” in
The CIDR block of AS 1



How Many ASNs are there?
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BGP Routing Tables 

Hey, we can use these paths to draw cool 
graphs!
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show ip bgp
BGP table version is 111849680, local router ID is 203.62.248.4
Status codes: s suppressed, d damped, h history, * valid, > best, i - internal
Origin codes: i - IGP, e - EGP, ? - incomplete

Network          Next Hop            Metric LocPrf Weight Path

. . .
*>i192.35.25.0      134.159.0.1                    50      0 16779 1 701 703 i
*>i192.35.29.0      166.49.251.25                  50      0 5727 7018 14541 i
*>i192.35.35.0      134.159.0.1                    50      0 16779 1 701 1744 i
*>i192.35.37.0      134.159.0.1                    50      0 16779 1 3561 i
*>i192.35.39.0      134.159.0.3                    50      0 16779 1 701 80 i
*>i192.35.44.0      166.49.251.25                  50      0 5727 7018 1785 i
*>i192.35.48.0      203.62.248.34                  55      0 16779 209 7843 225 225 225 225 225 i
*>i192.35.49.0      203.62.248.34                  55      0 16779 209 7843 225 225 225 225 225 i
*>i192.35.50.0      203.62.248.34                  55      0 16779 3549 714 714 714 i
*>i192.35.51.0/25   203.62.248.34                  55      0 16779 3549 14744 14744 14744 14744 14744 14744 14744 14744 i
. . . 

Thanks to Geoff Huston. http://www.telstra.net/ops on July 6, 2001
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AS Graphs Depend on Point of 
View

197



AS Graphs Do Not Show Topology!
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The AS graph

may look like this
Reality may be closer to this… 



BGP Dynamics

How many updates are flying around the 
Internet?

How long Does it take Routes to Change? 
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The goals of 
(1) fast convergence
(2) minimal updates 
(3) path redundancy 



BGP Update Streams
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Data from rrc01.ripe.net (LINX, London)



A Closer Look …

201



A Few Bad Apples …
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Typically, 80% of
the updates are 
for less than 5% 
Of the prefixes.

Most prefixes are 
stable most of the time.  
On this day, about 83% of the prefixes 
were not updated.



The BGP Instability Report

 http://bgpupdates.potaroo.net/instability/bgpupd.
html

 Hourly Average of Per-Second Updated and 
Withdrawn Prefix Rate
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The BGP Instability Report
 7 Day BGP Profile: 19-September-2013 00:00 - 25-September-

2013 23:59 (UTC+1000)
 Number of BGP Update Messages: 1239695
 Number of Prefix Updates: 2703475
 Number of Prefix Withdrawals: 156471
 Average Prefixes per BGP Update: 2.31
 Peak BGP Update Message Rate per second:   5452 
 Peak Prefix Update Rate per second: 2007 
 Peak Prefix Withdraw Rate per second: 14996 
 Prefix Count: 495305
 Updated Prefix Count: 408650
 Stable Prefix Count: 86655
 Origin AS Count: 45274
 Updated Origin AS Count: 38598
 Stable Origin AS Count: 6676
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Two BGP Mechanisms for 
Squashing Updates

 Rate limiting on sending updates
 Send batch of updates every 

MinRouteAdvertisementInterval seconds (+/-
random fuzz)

 Default value is 30 seconds
 A router can change its mind about best 

routes many times within this interval without 
telling neighbors

 Route Flap Dampening
 Punish routes for misbehaving 
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Two Main Factors in Delayed 
Convergence

 Rate limiting timer slows everything down 

 BGP can explore many alternate paths 
before giving up or arriving at a new path
No global knowledge in vectoring protocols

 as6447
 Active BGP entries (FIB) 444442

 All BGP entries (RIB) 13097565

 RIB/FIB ratio                    29.4697
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Q: Why All the Updates?

Networks come, networks go

 There’s always a router rebooting 
somewhere 

Hardware failure, flaky interface cards, 
backhoes digging, floods in Houston, …

207

This is “normal” --- exactly what 
dynamic routing is designed for…



Q: Why All the Updates?

 Misconfiguration 
 Route flap dampening not widely used
 BGP exploring many alternate paths
 Software bugs in implementation of routing 

protocols
 BGP session resets due to congestion or lack of 

interoperability: BGP sessions are brittle. One 
malformed update is enough to reset session and 
flap 100K routes. (Consequence of incremental 
approach)
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Q: Why All the Updates?

 IGP instability exported by use of MEDs or IGP tie 
breaker

 Sub-optimal vendor implementation choices
 Secret sauce routing algorithms attempting fancy-

dancy tricks
 Weird policy interactions (MED oscillation, BAD 

GADGETS??)
 ….
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A: NO ONE REALLY KNOWS …



MEDs Can Export Internal 
Instability

210

15

17

2865
Heavy

Content 

Web Farm

192.44.78.0/24

192.44.78.0/24

MED = 15

192.44.78.0/24

MED = 56 OR 10

56

10

FLAP

FLAP

FLAP

FLAP

FLAP

FLAP



How Long Will Interdomain Routing 
Continue to Scale?

211

... the existing interdomain routing
infrastructure is rapidly nearing the 
end of its useful lifetime. It
appears unlikely that mere tweaks 
of BGP will stave off fundamental
scaling issues, brought on by growth, 
multihoming and other causes.

A quote from some recent email: 

Is this true or false?   How can we tell? 



BGP Summary
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BGP = RFC 1771

+ “optional” extensions

RFC 1997 (communities) RFC 2439 (damping) RFC 2796 (reflection) RFC3065 (confederation) …

+ routing policy configuration

languages (vendor-specific)

+ Current Best Practices in 

Management of Interdomain Routing



BGP Summary

 BGP is a fairly simple protocol …
 … but it is not easy to configure
 BGP is running on more than 100K routers, 

making it one of world’s largest and most 
visible  distributed systems

 Global dynamics and scaling principles are still 
not well understood
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Some BGP Theory

 Persistent Route Oscillations in Inter-Domain Routing. Kannan Varadhan, Ramesh 
Govindan, and Deborah Estrin. Computer Networks, Jan. 2000. (Also USC Tech 
Report, Feb. 1996)
 Shows that BGP is not guaranteed to converge

 An Architecture for Stable, Analyzable Internet Routing. Ramesh Govindan, Cengiz 
Alaettinoglu, George Eddy, David Kessens, Satish Kumar, and WeeSan Lee. IEEE 
Network Magazine, Jan-Feb 1999.
 Use RPSL to specify policies. Store them in registries.  Use registry for 

conguration generation and analysis.
 An Analysis of BGP Convergence Properties. Timothy G. Griffin,  Gordon Wilfong. 

SIGCOMM 1999
 Model BGP, shows static analysis of divergence in policies is NP complete

 Policy Disputes in Path Vector Protocols. Timothy G. Griffin,  F. Bruce Shepherd,  
Gordon Wilfong.  ICNP 1999
 Define Stable Paths Problem and develop sufficient condition for “sanity”

 A Safe Path Vector Protocol. Timothy G. Griffin,  Gordon Wilfong. INFOCOM 2001
 Dynamic solution for SPVP based on histories

 Stable Internet Routing without Global Coordination. Lixin Gao,  Jennifer Rexford. 
SIGMETRICS 2000
 Show that if certain guidelines are followed, then all is well. 

 Inherently safe backup routing with BGP. Lixin Gao, Timothy G. Griffin,  Jennifer 
Rexford. INFOCOM 2001
 Use SPP to study complex backup policies
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提纲

网络层服务

网络路由基本原理

层次化路由体系结构

 IP协议简介

 Internet路由协议

 intra-domain: RIP, OSPF

 inter-domain: BGP

新一代互联网路由寻址体系结构
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MIRO: Multi-path
Interdomain ROuting

SIGCOMM 2006

Wen Xu and Jennifer Rexford
Princeton University



If Some if Good, More is 
Better

More flexible path selection
 Avoid a path with an undesirable hop

 Better load balancing
 Split traffic over multiple paths

 Faster recovery from failure
 Switch from one path to another

 Secure routing
 Avoid paths 

controlled by
an adversary
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A

B

D

F

C

E



So, Why Not do Source Routing?

 The ultimate in flexibility
 Sender determines path for each packet

At the cost of…
 Lost control for intermediate ASes
 Propagating topology information
 lead to suboptimal outcomes
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A

B

D

F

C

EADECF

ABEF



Hmm, Maybe BGP Isn’t So 
Bad…
 Internet is a big, federated network

 Local policies for path selection & export

 Efficient propagation of path information

Add multi-path to BGP

 AS-level, path-vector routing

 Extended for multi-path
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Pull-Based Negotiation

 Pull-based route retrieval
 Solicit routes only when necessary

 Bilateral negotiations
 AS relationships usually bilateral anyway
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A

B

D

F

C

E

CF*

CEF

CBEF

EF *

ECF

BEF*

BCF

DEF*

DABEF

ABEF*

ADEF

Gimme more!

BCF

BCF is OK

F*



Not Just Your Neighbors

 The two ASes might not be neighbors

 Either AS can initiate the negotiation
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A F

C

CF*

CEF

CBEF
ABEF*

ADEF
F*

DEF*

DABEF

E

BEF*

BCF

EF *

ECF

BEF

BCF*
ABCF*

ADEF

DEF*

DABCF

D

B



IP-in-IP Encapsulation

Direct packet along alternate route
 Destination-based forwarding not enough

 Encapsulate the packet to egress point
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A

B

D

F

C

E
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Flexibility, Control, and 
Scalability

 Flexibility for edge ASes
 AS can learn and use multiple paths

 Control for intermediate ASes
 Selective export of extra routes

 Scalability of the global system 
 AS-level routing protocol

 Pull-based route retrieval

 Selective export of routes
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Evaluation Methodology

 Infer AS graph and relationships
 RouteViews BGP data

 Gao inference algorithm

 Customer, peer, and provider relationships

 Three variations on export rules
 Strict policy: all paths in same class

 Respect export: all policy-compliant paths

 All export: all of the paths
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Avoiding an AS
Success Rate

225

Date BGP MIRO/s MIRO/e MIRO/a Source
Routing

2000 27.8% 65.4% 72.9% 75.3% 89.5%

2003 31.2% 67.0% 74.6% 76.6% 90.4%

2005 29.5% 67.8% 73.7% 76.0% 91.1%

Legacy BGP
at 30%

MIRO
at 70-75%

Source routing 
only 10-15% better



Avoiding AS: Overhead (for 
2005)

With more flexible policies
Negotiate with fewer ASes

 But learn more paths from each AS
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Policy Success rate AS #/tuple Path #/tuple

Strict 67.8% 2.80 36.6     

Export 73.7% 2.53 58.9

Flexible 76.0% 2.38 139.0



Avoiding AS: Incremental 
Deployment
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44% of total gain 
if 0.2% of nodes 

(40 nodes) 
adopted MIRO

82% of total gain 
if 25% of nodes 
adopted MIRO

53% of total gain 
if 0.2% of nodes 

(40 nodes) 
adopted MIRO

99.9% of total gain 
if 25% of nodes 
adopted MIRO



Conclusions

Multi-path extension to BGP
 Retain AS-level, path-vector routing

 Add pull-based route retrieval

 … and IP-in-IP encapsulation

 Evaluation results
 Satisfies the AS’s policy goals

 Avoids state explosion

Offers benefits in small deployments
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Routing as a Service
Karthik Lakshminarayanan

(with Ion Stoica and Scott Shenker)

http://www.cs.berkeley.edu/~karthik/research/papers/
csd-04-1327.pdf



Our thesis

Push routing out of 
infrastructure

Argument for “edge-controlled” routing
 Related: NIRA (NewArch group, MIT/ISI)

Our contribution:
 Fine-grained control over routing

 Control plane for achieving this
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System architecture

1. Forwarding infrastructure
 Provides basic routing (referred to as default 

routing)
 Exports primitives for inserting routes
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System architecture

2.  NEWS/Route selector
 Aggregates network information
 Selects routes on behalf of applications
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NEWS-1

NEWS-2

Network information

Performance-based,

policy-based routing

(span multiple ISPs)



System architecture

3. End-hosts
 Queries NEWS to setup paths
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NEWS-1

NEWS-2

Network information

Query/reply routing info.
Setup routes

Client A

Client D
Client B Client C



Architectural position

Separate control plane and data plane 
by using clean abstractions
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Host Infrastructure

Internet &

Infrastructure overlays

Data plane

Control plane

P2P & 

End-host overlays

Data plane

Control plane

Our proposal Data planeControl plane



Challenges

Open, multi-provider system (design of 
primitives)
 Unlike intra-domain, e.g. GSMP

 Security: control provided should not be used for 
attacking the system

 Trust: between entities of the system, e.g. what 
information does system give to NEWS

 Large-scale system (route selection)
 Scalability: monitoring; service to end-hosts

 Stability: should not lead to oscillations

Deployability: ISP control
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Infrastructure primitives

 Label-switching-like primitive
 Allows insertion of forwarding entries (id1, id2), 

where id1, id2 are labels

 id = [ NodeID : LocalID ]

 Establishing paths – Loose virtual path (LVP)
 Composition of label switches: T = (id1, id2, …, 

idn) is composed as (id1, id2), …, (idn-1, idn)

 Construct different topologies

 Aggregation can be performed at the level of 
tunnels that end at infrastructure nodes
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Summary

 Routing control pushed outside the 
infrastructure

 Routes computed by third-party entities 
(NEWS) along with measurement 
information provided by the infrastructure

 Leads to “evolvable” networks
 Deploy new routing schemes or optimize existing 

routing without changing the infrastructure
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新一代互联网路由和寻址
体系结构

路由和寻址体系结构是互联网的基础支撑技术

当前互联网的路由和寻址体系结构正面临着非
常严峻的可扩展性问题

新一代可信任互联网需要一个支持大规模部署
的，支持目的IPv6地址和真实IPv6源地址信息
的，安全可信的路由和寻址体系结构
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当前互联网路由和寻址体系结构
可扩展性问题

规模可扩展问题
多种因素（Multihoming技术广泛应用，承载双重语义的

IP地址等等）导致核心网的路由表超线性的快速增加

性能可扩展问题
当前域间路由系统存在收敛慢，故障后难以快速恢复等
问题

安全可扩展问题
路由协议容易受到攻击，存在安全问题

服务可扩展问题
不能提供保证服务质量的路由服务

功能可扩展问题
组播等功能无法在网络上大规模应用
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总体技术框架
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安全可扩展

功能可扩展

性能可扩展

规模可扩展

服务可扩展 新一代可信任
互联网路由体

系结构

技术框架：

 多维可扩展的路
由 和寻址体系结
构
规模可扩展
性能可扩展
安全可扩展
服务可扩展
功能可扩展

 过渡和融合技术

 网络监测管理技
术

网络监测管理技术

过渡和融合技术



总体技术路线
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规模可扩展

区分用户的身份和路由标识
有效的减少路由转发表的大小

支持分布式计算、移动、多宿
主等应用场景

分离用户地址空间和ISP地址
空间
可以进行有效的地址管理

灵活地支持用户以及ISP
(自治域)的增加

真实地址以及身份认证
技术分别确保路由标识
信息和用户的身份信息
的真实性 242



性能可扩展

链路状态和路径向量混合型协议
 设计思想：链路状态协议有较强自愈能力，在局部采用

链路状态协议传递可达性信息

 基本设计：自治系统组
• 无需策略协商：同一管理域内的多个自治系统

• 需要策略协商：接入同一Provider的连接丰富的多个自治系统

ISP

ISP

ISP

ISP

ISP

ISP ISP

ISP

ISP

ISP

ISP

ISP

ISP

ISP

ISP

ISP

ISP

ISP

ISP

ISP

ISP

ISP

ISP

ISP

ISP

ISP

ISP

ISP

ISP

ISP

ISP

ISP

ISP

ISP

ISP

ISP

ISP

ISP

AS 组

BGPBGPBGP

链路状态协议

BGP
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安全可扩展

路径认证机制
保证路由信息的安全分发

防止路由的路径攻击

通过公钥基础设施(PKI)提供
认证路由通告

认证通告中的AS信息确保通告路
径中的AS没有被修改

验证每个通告的发布时间
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服务可扩展

无连接服务质量路由框架
建立QoS路由表：扩展BGP协议，使之能够支持多
个QoS约束

端到端的接纳控制：能够满足服务质量约束的请求
被接受，而不满足的请求被拒绝

QoS分组转发：即路由器查找QoS路由表，更新由
每个分组携带的服务质量约束，并将该分组转发到
适当的下一跳
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功能可扩展
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跨域组播实现方案
– 边缘网络自治域跨越中间自治域网络进行组播

– 组播请求到达边界路由器后在中间自治域网络中动态建立对
应组播树

– 数据分组沿中间自治域网络建立的组播树传播，到达边界后
向相应自治域内组播树转发

边界路

由器

边缘网络

边界路

由器

边界路

由器

边界路

由器

边界路

由器

边缘网络

边缘网络

边界路

由器

边界路

由器

边缘网络

边界路

由器

客户机

客户机客户机

P

客户机



提纲

网络层服务

网络路由基本原理

层次化路由体系结构

 IP协议简介

 Internet路由协议

 intra-domain: RIP, OSPF

 inter-domain: BGP

新一代互联网路由寻址体系结构
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